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Abstract. In view of the problems of single teaching form, weak students’ sense
of classroom participation and insufficient educational resources in colleges and
universities, the author of this paper uses the characteristics of VR technologywith
strong interactivity and multi-sensory experience, and combines the multi-modal
teaching concept to develop a multi-modal auxiliary teaching system for college
English based on virtual classroom. The system is modeled by 3DSMAX, and
the function is designed by using unity3D in C# language to complete the system
development. It gives full play to the characteristics of virtual reality technology,
and designs virtual scenes from the perspectives of classroom, roles and scenes,
thus constructing an English classroom teaching system with virtual perception.
The virtual space can be created by combining VR hardware with students and
teachers, and the human-computer interaction experience can be realized. During
the development process, the Control Rotation. cs class is used to realize the
function of rotating the viewing angle around the object by 360 degrees, and the
Input Tracking class technology is used to obtain the user’s eye position. The
development of the system has promoted the current educational reform in China
to a certain extent and contributed to the educational cause in China.

Keywords: VR technology · English teaching ·Multi-modal teaching · system
design

1 Introduction

Education is the foundation of our country, the future of our country depends on the
growth of education, and education is also one of the important standards to test the
comprehensive national strength. However, English is an indispensable and important
subject in education. Because of its cross-cultural characteristics, English education can
help our country cultivate multi-disciplinary international talents with communicative
and speculative abilities. In the theory of foreign language education, there is a famous
situational learning theory, which holds that students should integrate the interaction
between people and the environment in the process of learning a foreign language, so
that students can practically apply their foreign language learning knowledge to real life
practice. But, under the background of the current era, the mainstream teaching mode
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is still the traditional classroom teaching, which uses courseware and books as a single
interactive teaching method. This kind of teaching method lacks practical factors, the
teaching environment is not intuitive, and students’ interest in autonomous learning
is not high because it is too boring and rigid, which directly affects the quality of
English teaching. Moreover, among the English knowledge that students have learned,
the knowledge of cultivating reading and writing ability is relatively large, while the
knowledge of listening and speaking is relatively small, so that students can’t fully
apply English to their lives, which leads to the fact that the current teaching objectives
can’t meet the requirements of English quality education. To solve the above problems,
China urgently needs to optimize the teaching mode and reform the English teaching
system. [1]We found that multimodal teaching theory is suitable for optimizing teaching
mode. Multimodal teaching can enable students to learn the language in person, and
in this process, it can achieve the best effect of strengthening the understanding of
English context and memorizing English vocabulary and sentence patterns. The focus
of multimodal teaching is to comprehensively cultivate students’ four basic foreign
language learning skills: listening, speaking, reading and writing. The Vr technology is
virtual reality technology, which uses the computer to build three-dimensional objects
and combine them. It can break the limitation of time and space to build a virtual world,
which can also provide users with sensory experience about vision, hearing and touch.
VR technology combined with VR glasses, handles and other hardware devices creates
a real-time interactive way to achieve accurate simulation. VR technology is just in
line with the current development needs of English multimodal teaching display and
interaction. [2] According to the above analysis, the author believes that a multi-modal
English teaching system based on VR technology should be developed. This paper uses
B/S architecture, 3DSMAX modeling, C# language and unity3D to design functions,
and combines sqlsever database technology to complete the system development. This
paper systematically explores the combination of vr technology and English learning,
which is a new attempt of English autonomous learning mode. It can stimulate students’
learning interest and improve their learning experience of speaking and listening through
technical means outside the classroom.

2 The Key Technologies

2.1 VR Technology

VR technology refers to virtual reality technology. By using computers to build three-
dimensional objects and combine them, it can break the limitation of time and space
to build a virtual world. It integrates many other new high-end technologies, including
multimedia perception technology and artificial intelligence concept technology. TheVR
technology has three main advantages: interactive Interaction, imaginative Imagination
and Immersion. It is these three main advantages that make the VR technology develop
rapidly. The development of this system also takes advantage of 3I features.

Interactivity means that users send dynamic instructions to the characters in the
virtual world according to their needs, so that the characters can make timely action
feedback according to their operations, so that the virtual characters can interact with
the users. The realization of this feature requires all kinds of external equipment tools,
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Fig. 1. Demonstration diagram of influencing factors of VR technology immersion

such as VR glasses, handles, VR head display, etc. Sense of immersion refers to the sense
of reality that users participate in virtual activities as roles in the virtual environment.
The factors affecting immersion are shown in Fig. 2. The main factors are the distance
between the presented picture and the user, the adaptability of external hardware devices,
the angle of virtual picture presentation, the depth of three-dimensional image, etc.
Imagination means that users need to fully integrate with the virtual environment [3].

This system applies VR technology to realize English multi-modal teaching, and
provides studentswithmulti-sensory immersion experience.VR technology components
that need help include auditory system, visual system, communication equipment, etc.
The communication system relies on the access and transmission of information between
the client and the server. The realization of vision takes VR glasses as the core. The
auditory system can perform the function of speech recognition (Fig. 1).

2.2 3Ds Max

The 3DS MAX is a three-dimensional design software, which is developed by a sub-
sidiary of Autodesk company named discreet. The first advantage of this system is the
diversity of modeling methods. Among them, polygon modeling method is the most
widely used modeling method by developers. Another advantage of 3DS is that its ren-
dering function is more powerful than other softwares, because it has a built-in scanline
renderer, which reduces the workload of manual rendering by developers. This renderer
is called Menal Ray renderer, which is used in 3ds Max version 6.0 used in this system.
Besides, it can also be connected with renderers such as Viay Fnatender Brezil and Lgt-
sepp for auxiliary use. Because of its excellent characteristics, 3DSMAX is widely used
in various fields and industries, and the most used industries include game development,
film animation, architectural design, medical visualization and so on [4].
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2.3 Unity 3D

UNITY 3D is also simply called unity, which is a VR visualization engine tool developed
by Unity Technologies. The VR engine is the core tool for building a VR system. It
can coordinate the division of labor and cooperation among various components of the
management system, and it can be developed only by using a unified programming
language. The programming language of unity3D is mainly C#. This system can run
in the mainstream systems on the PC side, and can also be published to the mobile
side or even the web version in the form of WEBGL. In the process of using unity 3D,
developers can only focus on the development of specific functions without considering
the details of the underlying logic, so that the user’s experience will be greatly improved.
So, unity3D is widely used in three-dimensional animation, video games, architectural
design and other industries. The Unity 3D is also a comprehensive tool that can gather
multiple platforms to jointly develop the system [5].

2.4 Development Process

As shown in Fig. 2, the design flow of the overall architecture of the multi-modal English
teaching system. The development of the system first uses 3DSMAX for preliminary
modeling, and then uses Photoshop to beautify the maps of various objects, and outputs
FBX format files with animation effects. When the model is finished, it is imported
into Unity3D platform to build the environment scene. And then complete the functions
that the system needs to achieve by writing scripts. The development of the module is
basically completed after the realization of the function, and the system is established
by exporting executable exe files through unity3d. Since VR hardware is built on differ-
ent system platforms, it is necessary to select the corresponding target platform in the
publishing settings. For example, HTC VIVE application is published on PC platform,
and users can enter the designated webpage for learning. We can combine this system
with HTC VIVE equipment for VR man-machine interaction, and enhance the user’s
sense of operation.

Turn onUnity and create a newempty project.On themenuofUnity, select Fiel-Build
Settings, and select PC, Mac& Linux Standalone. And then, the FBX format modeling
of 3dsmax is imported to build and render the scene. When some scenes are built, you
can select Edit-Project Settings-Player in the menu, check “Virtual Reality Supported”
in the “Other Settings” section, and click the Play button on the Unity interface for a
preliminary demonstration. In the development of the system, it is necessary to use the
Input Tracking class to obtain the position of each node visually. The implementation
method is to use the sample script code shown in Fig. 3 and attach it to the camera [7].

The hardware environment required for the development of English multi-modal
assisted instruction system is a Dell computer with NVIDIA P600 graphics card and
intel CORE i7 memory 8G, and the operating system is Windows 10 64-bit. The 3D
rendering of 3DMAX takes time and needs to be accelerated, which can be accelerated
by real-time rendering of GPUhardware. This system adopts B/Smode for development.
The database system adopts SQL server 2019 and the server is IIS6.0. The main choice
of programming language of the system is C#. The VR modeling uses 3DSMAX 2020
software. Firstly, conceive, model in 3DsMax, beautify the maps of various objects by
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Fig. 2. The overall design framework of the system

Fig. 3. Realization of the code of obtaining the eye position by VR device

Photoshop, and output FBX format files with animation effect. Secondly, use Unity3D
2020.3.32 to design the scene and develop its functions. You need to install JDK to
configure environment variables, download and install JDK on steamVR platform, and
import FBX format files, sound effects, lights, etc. into Unity3D for integrated devel-
opment. When the development is completed, the software is tested on the steamVR
platform with HTC VIVE somatosensory handle, headphones and headband display.
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After the test is completed, release the PC-side system for users to use. Through the
introduction of the above key technical theories, the overall environment of the system
development, the running process of related software and tools are determined, and the
technical feasibility of the overall project of English multimodal assisted instruction
system is also clarified [6].

3 Demand Analysis

The original intention of the development of English multi-modal assisted instruction
system based onVR technology is to transform traditional English classroomwith single
teaching mode into interactive English classroom in virtual world, so that students can
improve their understanding of words, contexts and sentence patterns in this process.
This system is designed for the learning environment in both after-class and in-class
situations. The user groups faced by the system are teachers and students. The client
ports of the two types of users are the same, and no special development is made.
The main functional modules of the system are divided into two parts, namely, off-
line teaching and classroom-assisted teaching. Teachers mainly use classroom-assisted
teaching modules, and students mainly use extracurricular online learning modules. In
the online learning module, students train their listening and speaking ability after class
through dialogue with NPC. The system requires teachers to design and set up virtual
scenes related to topics according to their English teaching hours, and teachers should
immerse themselves in explaining the application of different grammar words in each
scene, which will improve students’ English level in an all-round way by putting them
in an English environment.

4 Function Realization

4.1 Extracurricular Online Learning

Students can click to enter the extracurricular online learningmodule, and they can see the
list of scenes, such as VR scenes such as ordering food in restaurants, changing airport,
and saving money in banks. When you select the VR scene category you are interested
in, enter the VR scene, and the systemwill first demonstrate the English dialogue process
between twoNPCcharacters.During this period, studentswillwatch the dialogue content
from the perspective of the third person, and observe and learn in all directions in the
virtual situation. You can also choose one of the NPC roles to exchange, have one-on-one
communication and imitate the role dialogue. This function module is mainly realized
by combining collision detection with speech synthesis module in Unity. First of all, it
works on the Unity editor, adding the Box Collider component to each character, and
selecting is Trigger in the trigger attribute, so that the collision body acts as a trigger. The
Collider Ctrl script is used to control the sound effects and dialog display when students
encounter differentNPCs. The systemwill grade the sentences that students imitate, so as
to improve their speaking ability. Speech evaluation is an important module for scoring
spoken English standards. Speech evaluation is divided into speech recognition and
evaluation, and then the user’s scores on stress, plosive sound, fluency and synthesis are
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returned. After the students read the sentences, the students’ reading pronunciation and
standard sentence pronunciation are sent to the scoring interface of speech evaluation,
and the score of each word and the overall score will be obtained. And the overall
comprehensive score, fluency score, completeness score and pronunciation score will
be obtained. Through the functional sub-module of oral practice, students and users
can be effectively helped to find and improve the shortcomings of oral pronunciation.
During the learning process, students play it repeatedly according to their actual oral
English mastery, and imitate and repeat it until they master it. You can also check the
word translation of the physical objects in the virtual situation, so that students can
exercise their spoken English while training their word memory and English language
ability. During the learning of the dialogue content, you can choose to reread or repeat.
After the demonstration of the dialogue, you can also exchange with the roles in the
situation. [8] The realization of the function of the evaluation and numeration module
needs the related technologies of data preprocessing, feature extraction algorithm and
pattern matching. In the way of collecting Sound data, audio nodes such as Audio Clip
and Movie Texture are used to add audio nodes to create the access mode of sound
source, and then Sound is used to specify the playing mode of sound. The audio format
after voice input is WAV or MPEG-1. During the data preprocessing stage, the system
will pre-process the audio data input by users through external hardware devices by
framing and windowing. And after the preprocessing, the sound file is processed by
feature extraction. In the process of feature extraction, mathematical algorithms should
be used to study parameters, including linear predictionmethod andperceptualweighting
method [9].

4.2 Auxiliary Classroom Teaching

The classroom assistant teachingmodule of the system is equivalent to the VR electronic
courseware of teachers, and students learn English through the multimedia classroom
on campus. The functional module includes two sub-modules, namely, VR courseware
resource library and VR classroom. When you click on the VR courseware resource
library, you can see three-dimensional objects and scenes created and uploaded by other
users. Teachers and users can directly quote these components to finished courseware
with different themes to further improve VR courseware. By clicking on the VR class-
room module, you can see the VR courseware composed of virtual scenes related to
themes designed and built by the system according to the teacher’s English teaching
hours. In the classroom of multimedia teachers, teachers guide students to watch vir-
tual scenes together. When a teacher talks about a key word, teachers and students can
observe the related objects described by the word through VR scenes. Each object com-
ponent in each scene will be described by English words and example sentences. When
the user uses the handle to stay on an object, the object will be highlighted. The method
of highlighting is to import a Highlighting System plug-in into the system, which is
used to load scripts to the specified object, so that the object can achieve the intuitive
effect of luminous reminder. The code statement to control the object to stay on is on
(Color.blue), and the prompt to turn off the light is ConstantOff (Color c). There are
many key codes besides the first time, which are saved in Plugins. This article uses
Unity’s own GUILayout to realize UI interface. Besides using GUILayout to build the
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Fig. 4. Control object rotation operation code

graphic panel, in the ContrlRotation.cs class, the method of dragging the object with
the handle is also implemented to make the angle of view rotate 360 degrees around the
object. The implementation code of this part is shown in Fig. 4. This system can also
judge the coordinate position of the object by the static variables of the class, and view
the object in all directions by rotating the coordinates of the handle, which also enables
students to get a more real and three-dimensional feeling and improve the visualization
of the learning content [10].

4.3 The System Testing

Before the system goes online, select a class of students to test the learning effect of vr
virtual classroom teaching system.This systemhas 21 class hours per semester, and every
7 class hours has three stages of testing: early, middle and late. The control group uses
traditional classroom teaching methods, while the experimental group uses vr virtual
classroom English teaching system. The results of the three exams of the two groups
of students are shown in the Fig. 5. The Fig. 5 shows that there is little difference in
the initial stage. The experimental group has a low score due to maladjustment, and the
mid-term result is close, but the experimental group starts to overtake (P= .660> .01).
The difference of the late experimental group is as high as 6.5 points compared with the
control group (P = .008 < .01). According to the independent sample t test, there is no
significant difference between the two groups in the average score of the middle test.
The test results show that the system can effectively help students improve their English
learning ability.
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Fig. 5. Test result graph

5 Conclusion

The application system of computer English teaching is developed by combining VR
technology with English multimodal teaching based on the theoretical research of mul-
timodal teaching. This system can make the teaching process free from the constraints
of time and environment, and maximize the use of learning resources. But my ability is
limited, and the system still has many shortcomings.

Firstly, due to the limited energy, there are relatively few VR curriculum resources
that can be developed. Secondly, the hardware equipment used in the virtual classroom
on campus is not advanced enough, and the details of many VR models cannot be
displayed completely. But China’s science and technology are constantly developing,
and the talent pool is abundant. I believe that these problems will be solved in the near
future, and the classroom of VR technology will be gradually popularized, realizing the
beautiful vision of VR teaching for all.
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